
 

Framework for Learning:                 Constant of  
                      Proportionality 
Leader’s Name: ………………………………….              
 
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………...                                          Instructor’s Initials: ……. 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Getting Started: 
Go to a computer with internet access. 
 
Log into UMathX 
From the Content Menu, follow the path below: 
    Graphing> Section 6: Linear Relations> Exploration of y = mx 

Work through the Lessons in order: Equation 
      Table 
      Graph 

       Summary – Constant of Proportionality 
 
Now go through the work on the computer again and answer the questions below. 
 
Equation: 
Mr Miagi travels 386 km at the constant rate of 95 km/hr for t hours. 
Therefore distance = rate X time    (note the units) 
         

        =    where the constant of proportionality is _____ 
 
Record the information on the table and graph below. 
 
 TABLE      GRAPH 
 

 
Note .. that the graphs of all proportional relationships ( ie graphs equations of form y =          ) 
result in straight lines that pass through (   ,     ).    



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

            www.UMathX.com 

 
 
Note that if a proportional relationship is graphed, the r in the point (   ,    ) is the ________ 
 
In this case, the constant of proportionality is _______ 
 
If we substitute x = 1 in the equation y = mx then the y is the slope.   
 
(in the example above d = 95 t  , when t = 1, then d = ____ ) 
 
The 95 is the _____ of the line ie rise/run ..ie _______   
 
In a proportional relationship, the CONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY  is the ________. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Working In It: 
Given the relation y = 2x, find the values for y when x = 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 
Label the table and enter the values for x and y in the table below. 
Then label the graph and plot the points. 
 
Note the point where x = 1. 
The corresponding y is the constant of proportionality .. ie the slope  
 

 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Reflect And Connect: 
Work away from the computer with a partner.  Record below or in your notebook.  
Given the relations: a) Y = 3X   b) Y = 3X + 2   c) Y = 4X  c) XY = 4   
 
For each of the following equations which represent mathematical relations: 

1. Select enough points in the x-y plane so you can see a pattern. 
Enter those values in a table with the two values labelled x and y. 

2. Then label the axis and plot the points. Note the pattern and discuss it with a partner. 
3. Then indicate if the relation is linear or non linear.  Is it a function or a non function? 

 



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 
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Notes to Teachers 
Preliminaries: 

• It is likely best to have student work in pairs or in small groups with a computer with internet 
access as well as with each student have the corresponding framework page (back to back 2 
pages).  It may suit the teacher to lead through this lesson in a teacher directed approach with a 
classroom computer with access to UMath X and with a projector and class screen. 
 

In Working In It 
 For Y = 2 X 

The 2 is both the Constant of PROPORTIONALITY and the SLOPE  = rise/run. 

 
In Reflecting and Connecting  

a) Y= 3 X .. is a linear function where 3 is the constant of proportionality and the slope. 
b) Y=3X + 2 .. is copy of the line in a but is “pushed up” 2 places … try graphing and check. 
c) Y = 4 X ..is also a linear function where the slope is 4.  Aha, it is steeper than a)  !! 
d) XY = 4 … The key is to start!  Talk about it and begin to pick X-Y values and plot them. 

Look for patterns. 
    -When X is positive then Y must be positive. 

   In this case, when one increases, then the other decreases and vice versa. 
-When X is negative then Y must be negative. 

      In this case, when one increases, then the other decreases and vice versa.   

 
 


